Abstract-This paper proposes a method which describes the information precision with a soft fusion model, instead of the traditional rigid fusion method. The method is divided into two steps, the pretreatment model and fusion center model. Each forms a relative independent model, and the two models have a progressive relationship. The former is used for consistency evaluation, data cleaning and invalid data eliminating, while the latter provides fusion results and variable precision fusion expression by the adaptive threshold clustering algorithm. Experimental results show that the fusion method can not only give every SST data a different precision, but also carry more information to describe precision multiple distribution, which make users get high-quality data and enjoy more rights.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multi-source remote sensing information fusion, one of the intense topics of international remote sensing over several years, is becoming a key technology to process multisource massive data fusion. The development is transforming from research into function, but the previous papers on the remote sensing sea surface temperature (SST) data fusion were only limited in some localities. In order to overcome the bottleneck of single technology, and achieve the complementary advantages, foreign scholars have started to comprehensively study on marine monitoring regarding information fusion since 2000. There are typical composite fusion test platforms which are Marine environment monitoring and information integrated system (SEAWATCH) developed by Norwegian, Marine environment remotecontrol measurement and detection system (MEAMAID) developed by Germany [1] . MISST [2] (Multi-sensor Improved Sea Surface Temperatures) can get improved, high resolution, global coverage, near real-time SST data by fusing the infrared and microwave sensor data. Besides, Bovith et al. [4] have detected SST elements through multiremote sensing fusion image processing. Oesch et al. [5] used multi-scale remote sensing fusion to observe tepidity situation in lake. Kozai et al. [6] used multi-satellite remote sensing data to fuse the sea surface wind.
In China, the state 2 nd oceanic administration Ma [7] pointed out that it's difficult to practically operate the common assimilation method in the specific application due to their respective shortcomings, so he proposed to use fusion method to deal with the assimilation problems of the common Marine observation data. Guan [8] adopted the objective analysis to fuse TMI, AVHRR, TRMM/VIRS satellites. Shi [9] first proposed the concept of soft fusion quantitative precision in remote sensing and assimilation product fusion. Xu [10] first gave the fusion products and the precision analysis in East China seas by using multi-remote sensing fusion method.
However, the research results mentioned above are all used traditional rigid fusion method, which means the rigid processing method is used through the fusion process to filter out fuzzy and inconsistent information, and finally certain results are got, but it doesn't have a precise description to the accuracy and reliability of the fusion point, and user can't learn a conflict among the data sources just from those products, they have no idea of which points are fused in certain circumstances, and which are in hesitation. This paper proposes a more advanced fusion method with the adaptive threshold clustering algorithm, and it's divided into two steps, the pretreatment model and the fusion center model, each forms a relative independent model, and the two models have a progressive relationship. The former is used for consistency evaluation, data cleaning and eliminating invalid data, while the latter provides fusion results and variable precision fusion expression by the adaptive threshold clustering algorithm. The first part of this paper introduces the classic fixed threshold clustering algorithms; The second part proposes the adaptive threshold clustering algorithm to make up the insufficient of the fixed threshold clustering algorithm; The third part is the case analysis of the adaptive threshold clustering algorithm; The fourth part is fusion result comparison and analysis.
II. CLASSIC FIXED THRESHOLD CLUSTERING ALGORITHM
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A. The Idea of Classic Algorithm
The basic process of classic fixed threshold clustering algorithm is determine the threshold which is fit for all data samples according to the priori knowledge, and then do clustering analysis to data samples under the threshold, and finally obtain the clustering results.
B. The Description of the Algorithm
Input: the unspecified data samples , threshold T Output: M class data results Steps:
Step1 Sort the unspecified data samples in ascending order ( ≤ ≤…≤ ).
Step2 Select the first member as the first group data for the first class .
Step3 . Get all the elements of the class and the first element of next class.
Step5 Repeat step3 and step4 operations, until finishing all the samples and get M kinds of data totally.
C. The Adaptability Analysis of the Algorithm to SST Observation
The advantage of the algorithm is its simple calculation, and if there is a priori knowledge of the sample distribution for the threshold value selection, we can get reasonable clustering results quickly. However, this algorithm also has a series of problems. In practice, it is difficult to obtain accurate priori knowledge for high dimensional model samples. Therefore, we can only choose different threshold to tempt, and thus the clustering results largely depend on the choice of threshold T. Different thresholds lead to different clustering results, large threshold will get smaller cluster number, and small threshold may get more cluster number relatively, but there is no criterion to determine whether the large threshold effect, or small threshold effect.
III. THE ADAPTIVE THRESHOLD CLUSTERING ALGORITHM

A. The Thought of the Algorithm
When the user lacks priori knowledge of clustering data, it is difficult to determine the appropriate threshold, and often needs to execute many times of experiment and compare the test results to find the most suitable threshold. For the fixed threshold clustering, once the user changes the threshold value, it often needs to restart the clustering computing. Each-time clustering would cost a lot of time, and sometimes the clustering efficiency is very poor. Therefore, on the basis of the existing fixed threshold, the adaptive threshold algorithm is proposed.
B. The Description of the Algorithm
Input: SST data of thirteen satellites Output: inside-class data and outside-class data after clustering, variable precision fusion expression, and fusion reliability.
Steps: 1. Extract thirteen satellites' temperatures of a certain day in the same latitude and longitude. 2. Input the minimum threshold and maximum threshold.
3. Calculate the distance D between any two of thirteen temperature data (totally 13 * 13 distance), discard those temperature data which the calculated distance are greater than the minimum threshold, and find out the largest frequency temperature data involved in the calculation among the remaining distances, remember the temperature and those temperatures which the distance D less than the threshold as inside-class temperature, the rest of the temperatures as outside-class temperature. 4 . If the number of inside-class temperature less than the outside-class temperature , then increase step length (increase one-tenth of the difference of the maximum threshold and minimum threshold) and return to step 3. If it is still not satisfied conditions until the threshold value greater than the maximum threshold, then exit algorithm and the fusion is failed. Otherwise, if the number of inside-class temperature greater than the outside-class temperature, then jump to Step5. 5. The inside-class temperature data recorded as (1), outside-class temperature data noted for (0), then according to the inside-class temperature data, calculate the fusion expression, the weighted center temperature, the center temperature, and the fusion reliability. 6. Computing formula of fusion expression: fusion expression = fusion temperature error. Set: the inside-class maximum temperature recorded as C_Max, inside-class minimum temperature recorded as C_Min, fusion temperature recorded as C_fusion, the error record as Error, fusion expression denoted by E, then:
7. The center temperature calculation: the center temperature is the average value of all the inside-class temperature. Then, W' = (4) 8. Calculate reliability C_reliability: the number of inside-class temperature number recorded as C_num, effective temperature denoted by C_num ', Then, C_reliability = (5) 9. Weighted center calculation: set central temperature as C', the weight P, the distance between all inside-class temperature and center temperature is
Pi = 1 -(| -C '| / D) as to ensure the smaller distance from the center temperature C' , the greater the weight. Calculate weighted center: W =
C. Advantages Compared to fixed threshold algorithm, the adaptive threshold clustering algorithm has many advantages. First, this algorithm can get satisfied clustering results, because the results of the fixed threshold clustering largely depend on the choice of threshold T, different threshold leads to different clustering result and clustering effect is not ideal. Sometimes there's only a few or no data within the class, making the clustering without any meaning. While the adaptive threshold clustering algorithm guaranteed the clustering results reasonable. Second, the clustering speed is fast, because we define a threshold interval, it only needs to traverse the data space one time to achieve clustering. Third, using the proposed adaptive threshold clustering algorithm, user needs less prior knowledge but two input threshold parameters. For the set size of threshold, the user can test several times to determine it, and finally obtain the satisfactory clustering results. When the user changes threshold to re-clustering, this algorithm can get all kinds of different particle size of clustering.
IV. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS
A. Algorithm Example
According to the proposed adaptive threshold clustering algorithm, fuse the SST data on the 9 th day of 2006. SST data products including AVHRR, MODIS, TMI, MCSST of 13 types. According to step4 of the algorithm, a fixed step size (0.085) increased the threshold, then T = 0.235, empathy in step 3, obtained three data inside the class, and four outside the class; Then add another step, so T = 0.32, get six data within the class, and one outside the class, thus, the number of inside-class data greater than the outside-class, which fit the termination conditions. At this time, (1) is used to represent the six inside-class data, and the rest one is expressed by (0), as shown below in TABLE IV. 
B. The Experimental Analysis of Adaptive Threshold Clustering Algorithm
The proposed adaptive threshold clustering algorithm can apply to the project of multi-satellites monitoring SST data fusion. This project mainly studies the soft fusion method, which is divided into pretreatment and fusion center models, each forms a relative independent model, and two models have a progressive relationship. The former is used for consistency evaluation and data cleaning, while the latter provides fusion results and variable precision fusion expression by the adaptive threshold value clustering algorithm.
The pretreatment model is mainly used for the basic data collection and preliminary quality control. Process the multiformat, multi-precision, multi-source remote sensing data in east China sea with AVHRR, MODIS, TMI, MISST products and etc. Considering the data loss of the multiresolution, single monitor products and other factors, we preliminary sort the SST data and eliminate the noise.
According to above adaptive threshold clustering algorithm, read the SST data on the first day of 2006 as experimental data. Satellite temperature data including 13 satellites, which are AVHRR, MODIS, AMSR-E, TMI and etc. TABLE V. shows the pretreatment results. The pretreatment module mainly picks up the satellite data, eliminates the invalid data files of each satellite, finally generates the pretreatment files to make the following fusion operation more conveniently, and improves fusion efficiency as well.
In order to overcome the shortcomings of the fusion results ever express less information, and the poor transparency, this paper establishes a soft fusion model, explored with multiple precision/reliability distribution of continuous valued fusion algorithm to solve the multiple source conflict problem of three-dimensional monitoring. It can improve the quality as well as quantify precision further, and provide the user more right to know.
In order to overcome the poor effect by using the fixed threshold cluster method, we introduce the adaptive threshold clustering method. First, according to the user's needs, input two thresholds, the minimum threshold and maximum threshold, to form a threshold interval. And make the threshold interval divided equally in a step length, compare the distance between every two satellite data circularly, it stopped until the number of the inside-class data more than half of effective data, and thus the clustering finished.
Since the threshold of each observation point is different, the error is also different, which eventually leads to different precision, resulting for each observation point a variable precision fusion expression, which can be expressed as the measured value ± measurement errors.
Fusion thirteen satellite data on January 1, 2006, fusion results stored in fusion result file (TABLE VI.) In order to more directly see the advantages of the adaptive threshold clustering algorithm than classic fixed threshold algorithm, Figure 1 and Figure 2 show all the SST data of the two algorithms in the first day of 2006 respectively. Fig. 1 set the threshold interval [0.15,1.0],and from which get that the threshold is variable, different locations have different threshold. Finally, this algorithm obtained more accurate and reliable fusion results which based on point-to-point precision. While Fig. 2 only has a threshold value (0.15), and the result is equal precision that we can't determine which point is relatively reliable from the figure, and the transparency is very poor. We use formula (7) calculate the weighted center value of all inside-class data in different latitude and longitude, to describe the variable precision fusion result, and the result shows in Fig. 3 . Similarly, Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the number of the inside-class data of the two algorithms, we can see that in some sea area, the number of inside-class data in Fig. 4 were significantly more than that in Fig. 5 , which means that the reliability of the adaptive clustering algorithm has significantly increased than fixed threshold algorithm. The experiment shows that the algorithm proposed in this paper is more reliable. Adaptive threshold clustering algorithm are proposed on the basis of the existing fixed threshold clustering algorithm, the results of the fixed threshold clustering largely depend on the choice of threshold T, different threshold leads to different clustering result and clustering effect is not ideal. However, adaptive threshold clustering algorithm doesn't have this kind of problem, the threshold of different longitude and latitude is different, and then the final fusion expression is also different, thus realize the soft fusion which is put forward in this paper very well.
This paper proposes a soft fusion model which is divided into two models, pretreatment model and fusion center model, each forms a relative independent model, and two models have a progressive relationship. The former is used for consistency evaluation, data cleaning and invalid data eliminating, while the latter provides fusion results and variable precision fusion expression through the adaptive threshold clustering algorithm.
